
CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Programming is  one  of  the  important  parts  in  the  field  of  Information

Technology. To be able have the ability create a program, it is necessary to an

understanding of data structures. One form the data structure including the Linked

List. Linked List is a node that is associated with other nodes in a certain order. In

theory, linked list is the number of nodes that are connected linearly with the help

pointer. Linked list is more efficient in the input data and delete data. Linked list

also use dynamic storage allocation, which a storage that allocated at  runtime.

Linked list has advantages insertion and deletion of data, but it has deficiency in

the data search a long time. 

According to (Card, Mackinlay Shneiderman, 1999) visualization is using

computer technology as a support for performing interactive visual data depiction

to  strengthen  observation. Visualization  has  long been used  in  education  as  a

medium of learning by utilizing modern technology. In education visualization

method of learning now very important to change the view of education.

Therefore,  this  study  aims  to  create  visualization  of  linked  list  using

android. This application program will execute parts of data structures linked list

such as insert sort, delete head, delete Tail, and search.

1.2 Scope

This project has a problem limitation that will be discussed as follows:

1. This program is made to perform visualization linked list data structure.

2. This project visualizes the operation of linked list  such as auto sort  insert,

delete head, delete tail, and searching.
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1.3 Objective

The  main  objectives  of  this  program  is  learning  As  alternative  easily

understood by computer science students. The second objective is  for the user

make an attractive display. make it easier to understand the data structure linked

list,  as  well  as  increasing  the  motivation  and  interest  in  learning.   The  third

objective is  to facilitate the lecturers explain the material  on a linked list  data

structure to the students, in order to be able to understand it well.
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